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GRADE:  
Moderate – Trail may have some climbs and may have an uneven surface where the 

going is rough underfoot with some obstacles. Suitable for people with a moderate 

level of fitness and some walking experience. Sturdy hiking boots, warm and 

waterproof clothing, fluid, sun protection, snack and mobile phone are 

recommended. 

ESTIMATED TIME TO COMPLETE:     1 - 1.5 hours

WAY-MARKING:    Yellow arrow on black background

DESCRIPTION: 
Walk down the main street past the Courthouse and turn right at the bottom of the 

hill. After a short distance turn right again following a low grade road. This walk is 

mostly on flat surface and takes you through quiet countryside, forestry and 

bogland. Continue on this road until you reach “Nashe's Cross” and turn left 

following the sign for Cloondorney Lake. This road will bring you along the shores of 

Cloondorney Lake which is 40 acres in area and holds most species of coarse fish 

but is especially noted for its excellent Rudd fishing and has good Bream fishing. At 

the next junction (before you reach the main road) take a sharp left which brings 

you along a bog road for approximately 1km. At the next junction, take a right and 

continue along the original route back to Tulla.  
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This walking trail has been developed with kind 
assistance of local landowners and organisations. 
Please respect these landowners, their fencing 
and their livestock, by parking in designated 
areas only and staying on the official trail.

It is understood that if persons enter private land 
they do so by permission and with the consent of 
the landowners and no matter how often they 
enter, or in what numbers, they do not do so as of 
any right.


